This paper provides a proposal for personal elearning system (vPELS) 
Introduction
eLearning is a highly growing market worldwide in academia, corporate and personal level. According to Market Research Company, Global Industry Analysts (http://www.prweb.com/releases/elearning/corporate _elearning/prweb4531974.htm) that the global eLearning market is projected to reach about $107.3 billion by the year 2015. This gives a good indication this can create enormous amount wealth in educational and productivity industry worldwide. This is also an interesting proposition for all who would like to develop, share and sell eLearning applications and contents. Now, people are looking at new ways of learning and sharing knowledge that has been kept hidden or gotten lost. With new devices like the iPAD in hand, it has made it easier for all to have the learning materials handy at all times and sharing old class notes.
However, we need to address some of the important issues in eLearning such as managing flow of documents/contents, correctness and authenticity of the contents, security of the contents, managing intellectual property rights of the In this paper, we propose to resolve all these security related issues by adapting DRM..
We have developed a Personal eLearning System (vPELS) that enables individual, groups, academic and corporations for use in learning management. The application can be used at personal level or as a service via the internet. It also offers information creation and management services, performing data capturing and organization services in order to populate resources in the application server. vPELS can be effectively used in eLearning environment for VLSI Design where license and data security is imperative.
The IEEE Learning Technology Systems Architecture (IEEE LTSA) [1] provides a generic framework for eLearning system. Personal eLearning system discussed in [2] that is based on [1] , provides interesting concept of eLearning with collaborative fashion based on interests and levels of learners. Paper [12] describes an eLearning environment VLSI design and simulation for students. There are enormous amounts of documentations/apps notes created by EDA (Electronic Design Automation) tool vendors that are more geared towards their tool us rather than learning on how to design ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) and Systems. Sometime many of the material are not authenticated and do not work one version of the tool to the other. There is no unified design methodology that works for all the tools and technology by user vendor training materials and application notes. Moreover, due to licensing issues and network security tool vendors do not feel comfortable in sharing their learning resources.
Our objective is to take these works to next level of eLearning in personal, share and business models through devices like the iPad or a personal mobile device in the context of social network. We propose to share training docs and apps notes which are not critical (no IP issues) with the global learners so that this helps in creating talents and at the same time create a business for all the parties.
Forrester Research defines social networking as "technology and services that create unique personal profiles, map out relationships, and leverage those connections to accomplish a task." vPELS for VLSI is not solely focused on the personal learning and people aspect of value creation, but on the information and collaboration that creates real value through gains in productivity to the corporation, growth and innovation. 
Concept and Architecture
Each of the vPELS product lines focuses on solving a key problem by leveraging the core platform in different ways and providing certain overarching "wrapper" functionality for personal eLearning in the context of social business. Figure-1 depicts a high level architectural overview of vPELS application system. The User Applications consists of planning users learning environment, creation and organization of contents, user profile, shared groups and visualization of contents (text or multimedia). The System Apps manages the contents; manages communication such as, email, podcast, Skype, video conferencing, WebEx, schedule, wiki, blogs, etc. The vPELS Core Platform works as the heart of all the apps. It interfaces with all other modules. It provides the search engine, support in content management, testing and reporting system; communication with external world via service manager. The Database system consists of local accesses to Design resources, eBooks, eAppsNotes and any other resources that learner needs. It builds its own database over the time through learning and QA trials by the user and access to public resources. vPELS can also use 3 rd party APIs (iPAD, iPhone, Android, etc) to deploy solutions. The Service Manager provides payment solutions; content, user and payment security; interface with web apps, social network and access to tutor/subject matter experts and mentors. The Service Manager interfaces with the vPELS Core Platform to provide all those services and access to external world. 
vPELS Features
vPELS is a personalized and social eLearning social Apps [9, 10] 
Methodology for vPELS
The Figure 2 below provides the concept and learning methodology using vPELS.
Figure 2: Methodology for vPELS
To begin with, the learner plans the subject he/she would like to learn (a course or a subject). Learning planner organizes the plan and advises the learner on the planning. The content organizer helps in organizing the contents, notes, books, references or any kind of materials including web resources [9] . The problem solver helps in organizing problems and solutions, guide in solving problems in collaboration with subject matter experts/tutors (at anytime and anywhere) and also share problems and solutions with the groups in social network [10] . The problem solver also checks any problem on QA bank to verify the integrity of the answer. The learner takes part to the chapter review and practice test. Finally, the learner can have the report of his/her performance in terms of speed, grade, difficulty levels, and ways to improve performance.
eLearning in VLSI for in Social Context

Problem Statement
The problem and solution space in eLearning today depicts as in figure 3 , where the quality of solution varies in terms of correctness and integrity. A learner or the solution provider may like to develop organize the contents; solve problems; create, verify and share with peers; get access to corporate resources, access to expert database, manage self-evaluation environment, access to services and subject matter experts. Some of the contents can be publicly accessible and some should be based on fees and managing access control/rights. In a corporate environment, often knowledge of other individuals and activities in that organization is been hidden or kept with people due to lack of proper systems on sharing and organizing the contents. Ideas and information are produced continually yet they are often lost in various repositories, emails and file shares. Various factions do not collaborate or know that each other exists, and soloed individuals are lost as wasted human capital. As individuals or small groups attempt to define a particular problem confronting them, lack of capabilities lead to suboptimal problem definition and if the true allencompassing problem is not defined, inevitably the resulting solution will fall short of the true need. In research and development or product organizations, time to market is slowed due to the lack of synergies. figure 4 . The objective is to provide a networking capability enabling linkage between the many different aspects of an individual or organization such as:
x Enable individuals to visualize context of the organization. x Bring specific value in the areas of content creation and publication, team coordination, proactive information delivery, information location and retrieval, and communities of interest. x Enable Communities of practice defined by John Seely Brown:
In these groups people are able to affect one another and the group as a whole directly. Changes can propagate easily. Coordination is tight. Ideas and knowledge may be distributed across the group, not held individually. These groups allow for highly productive and creative work to develop collaboratively. 
Figure 4: Problems and Solutions Tomorrow
It is an n-dimensional dynamic cloud composed of strategies, initiatives to realize those strategies, problems, projects, organizations, people, solutions, and any number of other customizable tags. It is a navigable space to visualize relationships and identify opportunities and trends and to obtain detail regarding all cloud entities.
Defining and evolving this ecosystem of information leads to improve: □ Return on investment from activities by reducing the number of redundant or ineffective activities □ Problem or issue definition by bringing all interested and knowledgeable parties together □ Organizational focus on problem/issue resolution through objective definition and visibility □ Decision making by leveraging the knowledge of the masses □ Organizational focus on solutions through visibility □ Visibility of many disparate groups □ Knowledge sharing amongst previouslysoloed individuals and groups with common problems and interests □ Collaboration □ Organizational power due to human capital multiplier effect □ Understanding of human capital contributions assisting in employee and organizational performance evaluation □ This comprehensive visibility can also be used to identify trends in organizational behavior, improve employee awareness and correlation to business strategies and initiatives, and provide multiple views of "the world" depending on corporate culture (e.g. install competition between different product groups versus a collaborative approach). 
DRM for VLSI and eLearning
Role of DRM in eLearning
In every day of our digital lives and the World Wide Web, we create many artifacts, come up with noble ideas, solve problems, and solve new design issues, etc. Someone may have solved all the difficult problems in VLSI Design; these resources can be stored, used/reused and shared by the learning community through social media. All these resources are intellectually valuable, so they need to be protected and recognized through DRM system. DRM will help authors, problem solvers, publishers and students to get proper recognition and remuneration. There are many eLearning services under the umbrella of DRM can provide including distribution of knowledge, sharing knowledge with a small to a larger group of interest, interactive searching for Q&A, tutoring services, etc. Therefore, to make eLearning an effective platform, proper models and implementation of DRM is imperative [4] .
The major issues and challenges in DRM and eLearning content security are the following:
x Managing security keys and distribution protocol for the digital contents (say, notes, solutions, etc.) x Managing security of eBook and public domain documents from tampering x Managing Security of critical document such as bank notes, passport, personal and health records
eLearning Technologies
E-learning technologies have made a great momentum in recent year with the advent of some smart device and applications. These have been encouraging to the content developers, problem solvers, academic and publishers to share resources to the global community at large. Lot of instructional materials became handy to the learners to develop their skill and get ready for new challenges in job, productivity and innovation. Another important technology here along with LSM is called a learning content management system (LCMS). This is an application for authoring, editing and indexing e-learning content (courses, reusable content objects). An LCMS may be solely dedicated to producing and publishing content that is hosted on an LMS, or it can host the content itself. were given the permission and rights to use the contents under certain conditions from the owner or right-holder x Trusted: A systems in DRM is called trusted if passes the validation checks it applies to the system using security protocol (say, digital signature).
DRM in eLearning and Content Security
vPELS shall leverage the above technologies to provide a robust eLearning system.
System Prototype
A prototype for vPELS is under implementation with www.knowleze.com web apps. The apps consist of personal level modules for vPELS and interface with the apps server in knowleze.com. vPELS features include problem solving, knowledge sharing, talk to subject matter experts, access to knowleze.com QA bank and at the same time make money by selling solutions to people around the world. The vPELS interface consists of web browser managed by user, chat room, white board and connection to multimedia resources and social network.
Further Research and Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed one of the most recent issues in research and development called "eLearning" that has created a huge momentum in intellectual and business community. Our proposed system, vPELS, will help VLSI design community and students who would like to learn VLSI Design, increase in productivity at work place and solve difficult design problems in most efficient manner through personal efforts, mentoring and access to global resources. Our apps can be ported to iPADs or any other social media devices for positive use of the devices. We are working on developing a framework on how eLearning contents/documents could be managed, delivered, shared, and secured using DRM and security. We are also developing a business model that might help in getting recognition and revenue to the content developers and solution providers including a student to a senior citizen who has the empowerment in knowledge in any domain.
